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Bearfoot Bistro 

"Delectable Food & Enjoyable Drinks"

The Bearfoot Bistro has become Whistler's 'must-dine-at', over the past

few years. The restaurant pampers your palate with subtle French and

local flavors. The delectable menu is followed by an impressive beverage

list to accompany your meal. Their amazing cellar contains more than

20,000 bottles, 2,100 labels, plus more than 85 champagnes and a wide

selection of wines by the glass.This restaurant radiates warmth with tall

leather chairs, dark wood, and top jazz acts on summer weekends and

nightly during the winter.

 +1 604 932 3433  www.bearfootbistro.com  info@bearfootbistro.com  4121 Village Green, Whistler

BC
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Splitz Grill 

"Bomb Burgers"

American-style burgers are only a skip away from the village in Whistler,

where these popular gourmet burgers have become a hit with locals.

Since their opening in 1997, Splitz has fast made a name for itself with its

local, fresh ingredients and down-home style service. In addition to all the

classics try a Saltspring Island Lamb burger, a Teriyaki Glazed Wild

Sockeye Salmon burger, or even a Spicy Lentil burger. This place truly is a

Whistler institution!

 +1 604 938 9300  www.splitzgrill.com/  whistler@splitzgrill.com  4369 Main Street, Whistler

BC
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Zog's Dogs 

"Best Beavertails"

Zog's gives you hamburgers, hot dogs and quick bites which you would

savor throughout your trip. Try the beavertail that is a local favorite or

devour their signature Zog's Dog burger, you are in for a pure treat. Open

since 8a, this place is ideal for grabbing a wholesome breakfast before

you start with sightseeing around the town. The food is delicious and

service is quick. A friendly ambience greets you each time you enter.

 +1 604 938 6644  4340 Sundial Crescent, Whistler BC
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Steeps Grill & Wine Bar 

"Tasty Food, Great Service"

Steep's Grill is located in the Roundhouse. It is a step up from the general

eating area, offering full waiter service and serving tasty West Coast

cuisine that ranges from Caesar Salad and Salmon Chowder to various

pasta dishes. Steep's Grill is always a hit for true romantics. Reservations

are highly recommended.

 +1 604 905 2379  4545 Blackcomb Way, Whistler BC
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Thunderbird Cafe 

"Aborginal-Inspired Fare"

Tucked inside a cultural center, the Thunderbird Cafe is a cozy restaurant

serving Aborginal inspired local traditional cuisine. Menu offerings include

delicacies like the Smoked Alaskan Salmon Chowder and The Bison

Smoky. However, the clear winner is the Cedar-Plank Wild Salmon Salad,

Homemade Venison Chili and Indian Tacos. Set in a welcoming space,

with views of lush greenery, the restaurant has a breezy ambience, perfect

for enjoying a cup of coffee or digging into tasteful meals. Complement

the savory flavors of the food with a traditional drink called XwU'sum. A

traditional soap-berry based drink that is said to strengthen the immune

system and cleanse the body while being incredibly delicious. Head to this

restaurant and get ready for a pleasant surprise. The traditional native

inspired food will not only delight your taste buds will leave you content

and satisfied.

 +1 604 964 0990  slcc.ca/visit/cafe/  info@slcc.ca  4584 Blackcomb Way,

Squamish Lil'wat Cultural

Centre, Whistler BC
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